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Abstract We proposed applying a MIDI technology to coding of physiologic sounds such as heart sounds used in medical diagnosis for constructing medical audio databases. Furthermore, we have extended our encoding algorithm in order to apply to other types of sounds such as bird sounds and human singings. In this paper, we are going to overview our proposed encoding algorithms, which consist of a real-time coding method and a high-precision coding method. Then we are presenting several coded examples applied for three typical categories: heart sounds, bird sounds and singing sounds. Finally, as our conclusion and future work, we propose an effective audio authoring application concept utilizing the MIDI coding, which will be able to provide for a conventional wave-form editing as much flexibility as a MIDI editing.



1. Introduction For recording musical sounds, paper media namely musical scores have been used since before audio signal recording devices such as tape recorders were invented. Recently these scores can be handled electronically with the standards called MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) [1] and we are considering MIDI as an ideal coding method because of its coding efficiency and highquality sound reproduction capability, whose features are also similar to those of text formats. If it is applied to audio databases, we can retrieve contents by keywords composed of MIDI strings similarly as a text database. This means we can retrieve audio contents by audio keywords, and for this similar purpose there have been conventional audio signal analysis approaches [2]. Nowadays, this method is applied to an on-line karaoke (playing a song piece without vocal for listener’s singing), and this application is utilizing both MIDI positive characteristics of a low bit-rate and negative characteristics of difficulties for handling vocal music pieces. Constructing the karaoke audio database servers described above is based on manual inputs of musical notes, and this operati-



on can be done with MIDI supported electronic instruments and is not so hard task for skilled musicians. Moreover, an automatic recognition technology of musical scores has been highly advanced, and we can get MIDI data only by scanning score images. However, an automatic conversion and transcription technology from musical sounds has not been to a practical level although a lot of researches have been reported in [3]-[5]. We have been interested in multimedia medical databases, especially audio databases for heart sounds and lung sounds [6]. There were several works for analyzing spectral characteristics of these sound signals from technological and micro-statistical point of view [7]-[9]. Our purpose of research has been analyzing, visualizing and archiving sound contents from a macro clinical point of view and we have proposed a MIDI encoding method especially for heart sounds and lung sounds, and this algorithm features its real-time processing capability [10]. Through our implementation of this proposed method for a heart-sound coding, we tried applying a MIDI coding to other types of sound materials. In order to process various types of acoustic signals, we categorize general acoustic signals as two groups whether the number of significant frequency components is single or multiple. Heart sounds, lung sounds and bird sounds belong to a single group whereas human voices and singing sounds belong to a multiple group. Then we define two kinds of MIDI coding approaches regarding these two types of acoustic sounds: a single-track coding [10] and a multiple-track coding [11]. As a result of our implementation including a multipletrack coding and coding experiments using these methods, we have found out some possibility to playback speeches and singings by MIDI, although their decoded quality has been not so good [11]. However, recently we could propose another non real-time but highly accurate processing algorithm especially for a multiple-track coding, and improve the decoded quality a little bit. In this paper, we are going to describe our proposed and improved encoding algorithms, presenting several kinds of coded audio examples, and as our future works we present



our concept of applying the MIDI coding for an audio signal editing which enables to provide flexible audio manipulations like a musical score editing.



within the range from 1 to the previously given Dmax, in order that the value of |v(p+2d) – v(p)| becomes the minimum.



2. Real-time MIDI encoding algorithm



2.2. Detection of signal sections



Our first proposing encoding algorithm, which is converting PCM sampled audio data to standard MIDI format codes, is primarily based on reference [10]. This enables a real-time processing because complex calculations such as FFT are unnecessary, and has been applied for a medical sound coding. We could confirm that this algorithm implemented on a personal computer made possible a realtime encoding without a DSP accelerator.
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A signal section is at first extracted by an amplitude slicing in order that a group of consecutive significant peaks, whose absolute levels |v(p)| are more than the specified value Sl, will be chosen. However, several consecutive minor peaks, whose levels are less than Sl, can be permitted, on condition that the number of consecutive minor peaks does not exceed Dmax. Next, each section is subdivided by a fundamental frequency of each peak included in this section in order that every peak of the section has a similar fundamental frequency. This subdivision operation is made while the difference between note number values of any pair of peaks in a section is larger than the specified value Sn, where this note number N(p) for each peak p is calculated by a fundamental frequency f(p) with the following formula using a common logarithm function: N(p) = 40 log { f(p) / 440 } + 69 .
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Figure 1. Real-time MIDI encoding algorithm



The note number 69 indicates the musical note name A3 and the value of frequency 440 [Hz] which is the standard pitch being used for tuning musical instruments. This formula indicates, if the value f(p) is increased to 2 times, the value of 12 which is an octave interval will be added to the N(p).



2.3. Restructure of extracted sections



As we stated there are two kinds of MIDI coding approaches, the algorithm described above is a single track coding, and we have extended it to support also a multiple track coding [11]. In this section we describe the details of this real-time coding algorithm, which consists of three fundamental steps: detection of peaks, detection of signal sections and note expression of sections like shown in Fig.1. As additional steps, after the detection of signal sections we provide a restructure of extracted sections and a multiple-track separation of signal sections.



2.1. Detection of peaks This process is extracting local peaks in the PCM sampled signal, whose DC level should be removed beforehand, on condition that two values of each pair of neighbor peaks become the opposite polar. After that, a fundamental frequency of f(p) is given to the each extracted peak p by the following formula: F(p) = Fs•d / { x(p+2d) − x(p) }



(2)



(1)



where x(p) is the sampled location of peak p, Fs is the sampling frequency, and d is the smallest natural number



After these processes, to each section s are given four parameters which are a starting sampled location of section Xs(s), an ending sampled location of section Xe(s), a minimum fundamental frequency Fmin(s), and a maximum absolute level Vmax(s) whose range is from 0 to 1. In this step, a lot of short-length sections can be detected, which will make the coded size large. For this reason, we propose the following three steps of restructuring sections. If the interval of consecutive sections Xs(s+1)-Xe(s) is less than the specified value Lgap, and also if the difference between note number values calculated by Fmin(s) and Fmin(s+1) is less than the specified value Sn, then these sections will be integrated to one section. Secondly, if the length of a section Xe(s)-Xs(s) is less than the specified value Lgap, this length can be prolonged up to Lgap as long as Xe(s) should not be relocated over the starting position Xs(s+1) of the next section. This prolongation process prevents significant short-length sections from being discarded owing to the limitation of temporal resolution on the MIDI standards, however, if the length of a remaining section Xe(s)-Xs(s) is less than the specified value Lmin, this section s will be removed.



The sequence of these should be not necessarily this described order and preferred to be repeated several times. We recommend repeating this cycle by considering the Lmin parameter as a variable and increasing from 1 to the specified Lmin value at each cycle.



2.4. Note expression of sections Each extracted section can be coded as one musical note, and those four parameters are converted to MIDI codes based on the SMF (Standard MIDI File) rule [12]. MIDI codes are basically two types of command strings which are a Note-On and a Note-Off, and a Delta Time value must be specified before each command string as follows: Delta Time 1, Note-On, Note Number 1, Velocity 1, Delta Time 2, Note-Off, Note Number 2, Velocity 2. Suppose the ending location of the previous note is Xprev, Delta Time 1 is given by {Xs(s)-Xprev}*1536/Fs and Delta Time 2 is similarly {Xe(s)-Xs(s)}*1536/Fs, where the value of 1536 is the maximum temporal resolution of one second on the current MIDI standards. The codes of both Note-On and Note-Off is the fixed hexadecimal value "9X" and "8X", where X is a channel number described in the next section, Note Number 1 and 2 is the same value calculated by the formula (2), and Velocity 1 and 2 is also the same value given by sqrt{Vmax(s)}*127. These duplicated parameters in the Note-Off strings can be omitted during transmission to a decoder module by a MIDI software sequencer.



2.5. Stereo encoding We can encode multiple channels, maximum 16 channels, of MIDI data at the same time. If source PCM signals are 2-channel stereo, the left signal can be assigned to the channel 0 and the right signal can be assigned to the channel 1. The MIDI data of the channel 0 and 1 are discriminated by the lower 4-bit codes of a Note-On and a Note-Off. Furthermore, using the SMF format type 1, data of each channel are recorded on a unique track and can be edited independently, while all of channels are recorded on a single track in the SMF format type 0.



2.6. Multiple-frequency calculation of peaks For coding speeches or singings, we must emphasize on their characteristics of multiple significant frequencies called formants. While extracting peaks described in 2.1 section, we can give each peak multiple frequencies from F11(p) to Fdd(p) by modifying the formula (1) as following : Fjk(p) =Fs•j / {x(p+2d−2k+2) −x(p)} ( 1≤j, k≤d ) (3)



We assume, F11(p) corresponds to the first formant, Fdd(p) to the highest, Fjk(p) to the j*k-order formant, and the value of Fd1 is the same as the formula (1). The signal level of the j*k-order formant is considered to be shrunken by the ratio: |v(p+2d) − v(p)| / |v(p+2d − 2k+2) − v(p)|



(4)



and will be multiplied to the v(p) which is the signal level of the peak p. Each peak having multiple frequencies can be assigned to multiple independent channels or tracks, and we can treat and encode it as a stereo signal like described in 2.5.



2.7. Multiple-track relocation of sections In order to make the section prolongation process described in section 2.3 efficiently and several important short-length sections not to be eliminated especially for a speech coding, each interval between sections preferred to be somewhat long. For this purpose, we propose relocating sections to multiple tracks in order to expand each interval between sections which have different note number values. Two neighbor sections which have the same note number values may be integrated to a single large section and need not to be relocated on different tracks. Source Section Extracted Data N1
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Figure 2. Multiple-track relocation example Figure 2 example shows a three-track separation in order to collect the similar note number sections for each track. On the first track, the three neighbor note number N1 sections have been picked up at the beginning but the fourth N1 section has been far from the third N1 section, instead three sections of another note number N3 have been picked up. On the second track, picked up from the rest six sections, similarly the three neighbor note number N2 sections have been picked up at the beginning but the fourth N2 section has been far from the third N2 section, instead the two sections of another note number N1 have been picked up. On the third track the remaining one N2 section has been unconditionally located. These three types of multiple-track representation methods described from the section 2.5 to here are independent processes each other, therefore the total number of



coded tracks may become a multiplication of three numbers of tracks generated by the three methods.



3. High-precision MIDI encoding algorithm Although the real-time method described in the previous section can support a multiple-track coding, we have already found out it was difficult to be applied to singing sounds owing to inaccurate frequency calculations. Therefore we have proposed another non real-time algorithm based on short-time FFT [5]. Although this algorithm needs a lot of calculations, it can be easily accelerated by an off-the-shelf add-on board because its core logic is the commonly used FFT algorithm. If this algorithm is applied to singing sounds, we can separate them into somewhat melody lines and vocal lines.



A spectrogram is constructed by a temporal series of FFT calculations whose target window is moved for the specified offset sample Toff every time. Each FFT calculation is done by extracting Tw samples, which indicate the range of FFT window, and to each sample the specific weight value, which is defined in the window function such as Hanning window, should be multiplied before the FFT calculation. However, the Hanning window has low-pass filter characteristics and makes the temporal resolution of the FFT calculations vague. In order to obtain sufficient temporal resolution, we need to give Toff as small number as possible and make the window function focus on the Toff samples. For satisfying this requirement we propose the following modified Hanning window function Fw(i) (1≤ i ≤ Tw). Defining the central short section of a window as [α ,β ]:



α =(Tw − Toff ) / 2, β =(Tw + Toff) / 2. FFT & Calculation of Spectrograms
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(5)



Our proposed function consists of three functions defined for three temporal parts divided by this central section as follows: Fw(i) = 0.5 − 0.5 cos (π i / 2α ) ( 1≤ i 


(6)



3.2. Multiple spectra calculation Multi-Track Converted MIDI data



Figure 3. High-precision MIDI encoding algorithm The major difference from the previously described algorithm is the detection method of signal sections. In this algorithm, at every specified Toff samples of a source PCM signal is executed an FFT calculation for neighbor Tw samples (Tw>>Toff); a temporal series of spectrum whose frequency dimension being converted to a MIDI note number scale is obtained; multiple frequency components having significant intensity values are extracted; and several neighbor units having similar note number values are integrated to a single section. In this section we describe mainly the first process of this coding algorithm, which is calculations of a spectrograms; which feature a unique window function for signal extractions, a multiple spectra calculation and an overtone elimination for spectra. In these processes you can get multiple frequency components from each calculated spectrum and also from multiple types of spectra.



3.1. Window function for signal extraction



The frequency dimension of each calculated spectrum is converted to the note number logarithm scale with the formula (2), and this non-linear conversion provokes a serious problem as deteriorating the note number scale resolution for a lower frequency area. For instance, if the sampling frequency Fs = 22.05 [kHz] and the size of FFT window Tw=1024, we cannot get continuously the lower frequency components than the note number of 69. The easiest solution to this problem is reducing Fs value, namely sub-sampling source signals, but instead the higher frequency components than Fs/2/sub-sample are eliminated. Therefore we recommend double FFT calculations, one of which is done by sub-sampling Fs at 1/8 and the other is done by as it is, and these calculations are equivalent to a single FFT calculation for Tw *8 samples which will cause a tremendous calculation load. In case of a song coding, extracting melody lines is especially important. In order to extract notes to be in these lines, we propose constructing an average spectrum summed up with several instantaneous spectra at the neighbor units because notes on a melody line have generally longer length characteristics than those on vocal lines.



3.3. Overtone elimination for spectra



In case of sounds from musical instruments and human voices we must consider overtone components. At some frequency range, a signal intensity of an overtone component is bigger than that of its fundamental component, which is likely to be mistakenly extracted as a fundamental. In order to overcome this problem we propose a spectral level correction by giving to the lower frequency components an average intensity level summed up with its several overtone components. Defining the spectral intensity at note number N as S(N), we update the value of S(N) considering up to 4-time overtones as follows: S(N)’ ={ S(N)+S(N+12)+S(N+19)+S(N+24) } /4.



(7)



In case you need extracting harmonic notes, this process may be an obstacle and should be omitted, therefore in general both overtone eliminated spectra and no processed spectra may be necessary.



4. MIDI decoding and evaluation method If MIDI sound modules such as GM (General MIDI), XG (extended MIDI by Yamaha), and GS (extended MIDI by Roland) are connected to our PC, a MIDI decoding is very simple: specifying a proper playback voice on the sound module; starting up a MIDI software sequencer provided by sound module makers; making it read our coded SMF file described in the previous section; and transferring its contents to the MIDI sound module with this tool. In case of decoding multiple-track coded data, both the playback voice and decoded signal volume of each track can be specified respectively. Handling special sounds like our applications sometimes provokes troubles to a decoding, especially for a medical application because the current available MIDI sound module is designed for a playback of general music. The easiest solution is decoding with the specially prepared voices sampled from live acoustic signals, and this similar method will be described in section 4.2. In the following section, we are proposing the modified decoding methods especially for a playback of special sounds like medical auscultation signals with normal preset voices.



4.1. Sound module dependent correction of MIDI codes Two parameters in MIDI codes, which are a length of note namely delta time values and note number values, must be modified while decoding special sounds called SFX (Sound Effects) sounds which include heart sounds. The first is a length of each note is limited to a certain time which is dependent on both the used voice and its note number, while our specified length of note is unlimited. Therefore, in some case we must subdivide a long-length



note into multiple short-length notes. The second is the note number of some SFX voice is not necessarily designed on the standard MIDI rule, and in some case we must transpose our coded notes. For example, the XG sound module (Yamaha/MU-80) provides a playback of a heart beat voice (Code: SFX No.100) and we can decode high-quality either heart sounds or lung sounds with this voice. However, this voice can issue at most 5-cycle signals, therefore specifying a high note number shortens the running length of this sound as 5/Fmin(s). Furthermore, we have found the note number N must be given with modified as: N'=N•2 – 22



(8)



because this module defines the average fundamental frequency of heart beats, which is around 110 [Hz], as A3 note (while A3 is defined as normally 440[Hz]). Although special voices for the other auscultation sounds such as lung sounds and abdominal sounds are not provided right now, this XG heart beat voice is replaceable for decoding these sounds. For other types of sound module, we can also decode heart sounds as the following. In the GS sound module, a heart beat sound is also provided (Code: SFX No.127); note lengths must be similarly corrected but we have found the note number conversion like the formula (8) was unnecessary. Moreover, the GM sound module does not provide the special heart beat voice, but the “Gunshot” voice (Code: SFX No.128) can substitute for a heart beat sound by transposing the note number around the minimum zero value, however the correction of note lengths is unnecessary.



4.2. Software decoding algorithm These days software implemented GM, GS and XG sound modules have been available, which substitute realtime hardware playback functions to some extent but in general have limited capacity compared to the common hardware decoding modules. Our proposing software decoding algorithm is based on a batch processing and its purpose is extending their hardware limitation. This method, which is a backward conversion of MIDI data to a PCM format, is effective to handle a large amount of MIDI data without any hardware modules, especially to decode sounds of speeches or singings. Because the receiving buffer memory capacity of most general sound modules is limited to around 16 [kbytes], sometimes we have playback troubles of our coded MIDI data with a hardware sound module. For decoding, we must prepare several cycles of source sampled PCM signals beforehand, then we can construct PCM signals repeating and modulating this sampled signals. At first we estimate four parameters of each section,



described in 2.3, from MIDI data by a backward conversion. Then the specified sections of composed PCM signals, which are provided by repeating the prepared sampled signals, will be modulated by both an amplitude modulation and a frequency modulation based on Vmax(s) and Fmin(s) parameters respectively. In order to eliminate modulation noises, the starting or ending position of both the AM and FM modulation should be shifted to the nearest zero-cross sampled position from the proper position namely either edge of extracted signal sections. As we stated, in our proposed encoding algorithm lowlevel signal sections whose levels are less than Sl will be skipped, therefore some background environmental noises including echoes cannot be expressed. Using this software decoding, we can add real noises, which are sampled from the original signals. Although this algorithm supports only a single-track decoding, we can handle multiple-track coded data by means of separately decoding each track and synthesizing them.



4.3. Hardware structure of experimental system. We are preparing two personal computers operated with Microsoft Windows95 which are used for a recording and playback workstation. To the audio line-in on the recording workstation, two PIN-type microphones attached to Littmann-type stethoscopes, a compact disc player, and the audio line-out of the playback workstation are connected. To the playback workstation a Yamaha/MU-80 XG sound module and two active speakers are connected. Using these two workstations at the same time, we can capture source signals, encode them and evaluate their decoded signals.



cal note; its horizontal position is time; its vertical position is frequency namely note number; its width is length of the note; and its height is strength of the note which is normally not expressed on the conventional 5-line score.



Figure 4. Screen Image of MIDI Encoder (Both lung sounds and heart sounds are stereo-encoded.)



4.5. Evaluation methods Our goal of encoding technique is reproducing not the same signal but similar signal to the original, therefore comparing the decoded PCM data to the original, which has been conventionally used for an encoding evaluation, seems not to be suitable. Our developed encoding software includes evaluation functions as: comparing decoded sounds with the original by playback both sounds, and displaying two wave-forms and two spectrograms.



4.4. Software structure of experimental system In the recording workstation are installed a software sound recorder provided by the sound card maker and our developed MIDI encoding software like shown in Fig.4, which includes signal evaluation functions such as displaying a spectrogram. In the playback workstation are installed a MIDI software sequencer provided by the MIDI sound module maker, a score editor Steinberg/CUBASE and our developed MIDI decoding software. Figure 4 shows a MIDI conversion process for stereo PCM sounds of lung sounds (L-ch) and heart sounds (Rch) whose wave-forms are displayed at the upper two charts. The left-side list in the right-down dialogue box indicates a series of the converted MIDI codes and the several parameters in the right-side square boxes indicate encoding parameters such as Sl and Sn described in the previous section 2 and 3. The lower two charts in Fig.4 are kinds of musical scores developed by us in order to visualize whole MIDI encoded data. In these scores each tiny bar denotes a musi-



5. Results of experiments In this paper we present three sets of coded examples, which are eleven kinds of heart sounds coded by the realtime method described in section 2, eight kinds of bird sounds also coded by the real-time method and a piece of singing sounds coded by the high-precision method described in section 3.



5.1. Coding experiments for heart sounds We applied the single track coding method for a normal heart sound, five abnormal heart sounds and five heart murmurs using the real-time encoding algorithm. The materials of the heart sounds were chosen from reference [13], their recorded length was about 15 seconds, sampled by 44.1 [kHz] frequency and 16-bit quantized precision, therefore the source bit-rate was about 640 [kbps]. In order to encode, we should specify several parameters described in section 2, especially the following 5



parameters are important for the real-time encoding to determine the coded quantity and quality.



• Sl: Minimum amplitude level for a section extraction. • Sn: Maximum permissible difference of note number within the same section. • Lgap: Maximum permissible interval for section integration. • Lmin: Minimum valid length of a section. • Dmax: Range of referencing neighbor peaks for frequency estimation (used for this real-time method only). Table 1. Encoding parameters for heart sounds Case Normal (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) Sl[%] 70 50 40 50 40 25 50 50 30 40 50 Sn[N.N.] 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2



Normal Heart Sounds 181 [bps]











Abnormal Sounds (1) S1-High (Mitral Stenosis): 232 [bps]











(2) S2-Splittingincludes SM, Atrial Septal Defect: 622 [bps]











(3) Summation Gallop (Dilated Cardiomyopathy): 495 [bps]







 



(4) 4-beet Gallop (Acute Myocardial Infarction): 492 [bps]











 



(5) Mid-systolic Click (Mitral-Valve Prolapse): 318 [bps]



Table 2. Coded examples for normal heart sounds Time 556 1044 1927 2428 3341 3823



Length 76 67 114 56 94 86



Velocity Frequency Note-name 127 98[Hz] G1[43] 127 131[Hz] C2[48] 127 104[Hz] G#1[44] 127 131[Hz] C2[48] 127 87[Hz] F1[41] 127 131[Hz] C2[48]



Each parameter is in general determined as either the minimum or maximum value which makes both the coded size the minimum and the coded quality the best. In this experiment, the encoding parameters were determined by trial and error like Lgap=60, Lmin=30 and Dmax=10 for all of heart sounds, where the values of Sl and Sn were dependent on the source as Table 1. Each case corresponds to the description in Fig.5 which shows the coded results by 5-line musical scores. In the first case of the normal heart sounds, the specific MIDI codes are described in Table 2. The precision of both time and length is 1/1536 seconds where in the actual format these values must be expressed as a relative value called delta time like velocity (means strength) value defined in the MIDI standards. As a result, the converted bit-rate became 181 [bps] to 928 [bps], and the compression ratios of all cases were less than 1/700. We could decode the similar wave-forms to the original by the XG sound module with setting the voice as “Heart”, including the specific MIDI-code correction described in section 4.1. Comparing all of the abnormal cases with the normal, we could find out the bit-rate was increased owing to the each particular abnormality.











Murmur (6) Systolic Ejection MurmurAortic Stenosis: 289 [bps]











(7) Systolic Regurgitant MurmurAortic Stenosis: 536 [bps]















(8) Diastolic Regurgitant Murmur (Aortic Regurgitation): 278 [bps]















(9) Continuous Murmur (Patent Ductus Arteriosus): 928 [bps]











(10) Membrane Friction Murmur (Acute Pericarditis): 619 [bps]



 







Figure 5. Coding examples for heart sounds



5.2. Coding experiments for bird sounds We applied the single track coding method similarly for 8 bird sounds. The materials of the bird sounds were chosen from reference [14], their recorded length was about 5 seconds, sampled by 22.05 [kHz] frequency and 8-bit quantized precision, therefore the source bit-rate was about 160 [kbps]. The encoding parameters were determined similarly by trial and error like Lgap=60, Lmin=30, Dmax=5 and Sn=0 for all of bird sounds, where the value of Sl was dependent on the source as: 5, 10, 20, 20, 10, 20, 5 and 20 [%] respectively. Each case corresponds to the description in



Fig.6 which shows the coded results by 5-line musical scores. (1) bush-w arbler (uguisu): 975 [bps]



notes: A4 and G4. For this sound Beethoven used the similar rhythms as E4 and C4 at the 129-th stanza, chapter II, in the symphony no.6 “Pastral”. Whereas, Vivaldi expressed them as G2 and G1 at the 31-th stanza, chapter II, in the concerto “The Four Seasons.”



5.3. Coding experiments for singing sounds (2) cuckoo (kakkoh): 375 [bps]



(3) little-cuckoo (hototogisu): 475 [bps]



(4) robin (kom adori): 1209 [bps]



@@@ (5) sparrow (suzum e): 452 [bps]



We applied the multiple-track coding method for a piece of singing sound, which was the “Halleluja” chorus composed by Hendel and was chosen from reference [15]. Its recorded length was about 10 seconds, sampled by 22.05 [kHz] frequency and 8-bit quantized precision, therefore the source bit-rate was about 160 [kbps]. We used the high-precision algorithm, with FFT calculations through the proposed window function described in 3.1; the size of FFT window Tw=1024; the temporal interval for FFT calculations Toff=8; and each FFT calculation is done by sub-sampling the source at ratio 1/2 as described in 3.2. Original PCM Signal



MIDI Coded Tracks Track Time Unit Function/Tone



(6) sw allow (tsubam e): 1267 [bps]



FFT sections



1 F1 96/1536



Instrumental Melody



2 F2 48/1536



Vocal Melody



3 F2 48/1536



Vocal Melody



4 F3 48/1536



High-tone Formant 1



5 F3 48/1536



High-tone Formant 1



6 F4 48/1536



High-tone Formant 2



7 F4 48/1536



High-tone Formant 2



F1 Overtone Eliminated Spectrum



Current Spectrum



(GM-1: GndPiano)



(GM-54: VoiceOoh)



F2



(7) oyster (yurikam om e): 1146 [bps]



Average Spectrum



(GM-54: VoiceOoh)



F3 F4 Differential Spectrum



(GM-54: VoiceOoh)



(8) w hite-eye (m ejiro): 1078 [bps]



Figure 7. Track Layout for Singing Sounds @@@ Figure 6. Coding examples for bird sounds As a result, the converted bit-rate became 375 [bps] to 1.2 [kbps], and the compression ratios of all cases were less than 1/130. In this case we could easily decode the similar wave-forms to the original by the GM sound module with setting the voice as “Pan-Flute”, without any MIDI-code correction described before. In this experiment, we could categorize bird sounds as two groups by their coded bit-rate: a low bit-rate intermittent twitter like a cuckoo and a high bit-rate continuous twitter like a robin. These bird sounds had been often used in the classical music compositions since the Baroque Age such as Antonio Vivaldi (1675-1741), and we can find several similarities to our coding results in the familiar classical works. For example, from our experiments shown in Fig.6-(2), the sound of cuckoos could be expressed as two representative



The total number of generated tracks was 7, illustrated in Fig.7. From each instantaneous FFT calculation, three types of spectra were made: an average spectrum, an overtone eliminated average spectrum, and a differential spectrum between the average and the instantaneous spectrum. From these three spectra four peak components were extracted, each three of which was respectively separated into two tracks as described in 2.7. The two parameters as Sl=1 and Sn=0 were applied for all of tracks; the other two parameters Lgap=192 and Lmin=96 for the first track where Lgap=96 and Lmin=48 for the other 6 tracks. Figure 8 shows the contents of coded 7 tracks with 5-line musical scores. As a result, the converted bit-rate became 5.8 [kbps], and the compression ratio was 1/27. For decoding we could specify parameters for each track and could playback easily by the GM sound module with setting the voices as “Gnd-Piano” for the first track and “Voice-Ooh” for the other 6 tracks without any MIDI-code correction.



Moreover, using this multiple-track codes we could confirm possibility of variations such as changing tones, tempos and the voices of a particular track. (1) Instrumental Melody Line



(2) Vocal Melody Line 1



(3) Vocal Melody Line 2



(4) Formant Component Line 1-1



(5) Formant Component Line 1-2



(6) Formant Component Line 2-1



(7) Formant Component Line 2-2



Figure 8. A set of coding example for singing sound



6. Discussions & conclusions In all of the above described experiments, the compression ratios have become what we expected and decoded qualities have been better than what we expected. For these qualities there is possibility to make them more resemblance to the original sound by a software decoding method described in section 4.2. In case of the heart sounds, we found the sounds on the abnormal cases needed a lot of notes, and these additional notes were meaningful and could be interpreted in medical terms. Currently we are applying this method to the other auscultation signals as lung sounds and abdominal sounds, and in the near future we are going to propose this technique to medical experts, to be utilized for medical diagnosis and education. As another medical application for a signal monitoring, we propose a MIDI modulator device which can modulate



the specified musical signal (either PCM or MIDI format) based on the MIDI codes generated by some patient’s heart sounds, and produce an improvised musical sounds reflecting each instantaneous physical condition of the patient. The modulation algorithm is similar to the following audio authoring application concept, and we are currently progressing development of this prototype. In case of bird sounds, as we stated we could consider as a new categorizing measure for bird singings, the size of MIDI coded bit-rate. In our experiment, we have chosen the voice in the GM module, because unfortunately we could not properly control the SFX bird voice in the XG sound module. In the future, we are going to investigate more specifically the bird voice supported in both XG and GS modules and propose our technique to musical experts especially to composers who are using DTM systems, to be utilized for a new digital sampler of acoustic signals. In case of singings, we have found it was possible to encode them by the multiple-track coding method although the coded size became larger and the quality of its decoded sound was a little bit poor. From this experiment we have found out the following three precision problems should be improved in the future regarding this multiple-track coding: • Highly precise temporal resolution for spectra estimation. • Highly adequate frequency-component extraction. • Highly distinct track separation. As a conclusion from our coding experiments we could playback the feature patterns in the original sounds and we have some possibilities to improve our coding quality. However, fundamentally the MIDI coding cannot substitute the conventional wave-form based coding. Therefore, as for closing of this paper, we propose an effective audio authoring application concept utilizing the MIDI coding, which will be able to provide for the conventional waveform editing as much flexibility as a MIDI editing, regardless of its decoding quality. Figure 9 illustrates this proposed concept, which consists of a MIDI encoding as we described in this paper; a MIDI editing which provides an interactive manipulation of the converted MIDI data; an editing command translator which generates audio editing commands based on the differential MIDI data updated from the pre-edited data; and a PCM audio editing which is a batch processing to modify automatically the source PCM wave-form with the translated editing commands which are listed in Fig.10. Each encoded MIDI note corresponds to some signal section in the source PCM wave-form whose wave pattern will be modified as: deleted, added, relocated, prolonged or shortened, temporally scaled and amplitude-scaled. In case of a prolongation and a temporally scaling of a section, an interpolation process of wave-forms must be in-



cluded for each divided several-cycle sub-section in the specified section. Moreover, in order to extract the target section for editing from the source wave-form signal, a window function like described in 3.1 is recommended in order to eliminate noises regarding discontinuity between modified neighbor sections. [PCM Audio Tracks] Source PCM Wave-form



PCM Audio Editing



Modified PCM Wave-form



Audio Editing Commands



MIDI Encoding



Editing Command Translator Differential MIDI Data



Converted MIDI Data



MIDI Editing



Edited MIDI Data



[MIDI Audio Tracks]



Figure 9. A flexible audio editing concept using MIDI coding for intermediate [PCM Editing]



[MIDI Editing] [Source Audio] 1. Delete 2. Add 3. Modify (1) Note-On Delta-time



(1) Position



(2) Note-Off Delta-time



(2) Length



(3) Note-Number



(3) Pitch



(4) Velocity



(4) Amplitude



Figure 10. Audio editing command translation The output signal is not edited MIDI decoded sounds but the modified source wave-form regarding the modifications of the MIDI codes, therefore the details in the source signal will not be degraded. Moreover, for searching a MIDI editing target, we can provide a searching function with giving a specified particular musical phrase or MIDI string, which is similar to a keyword searching in a text editing. In our current concept there is a problem that we cannot deal with multiple MIDI tracks, therefore we must select an editing track in case of a multiple-track encoding. For example, we recommend to choose an instrumental melody track for editing in case the source signal is a singing sound, and editing this track enables to change the melody or lyric part in the prerecorded singing songs. By implementing this concept we are planning to develop an efficient audio editing system, and also we need



to design another concept in order to support editing of multiple-track coded MIDI data.
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